Shout Out – August 22, 2011
TWITTER @RGBPROZONE: Circulating “The Business of RGB” DRAFT. TAGUP NeedsAssessment Online. Trial Slice of od curriculum. New video clips. Planning Conf. 2012.

The Business of RGB. We've added a bit to "The Business of RGB" and will be sending it to
selected members on our distribution list to, hopefully, serve on a team to add flesh, refine, and
make available to those interested in the business aspects of RGB delivery. This initiative is a
direct result of a suggestion from our 2011 Reunionees - get practitioners involved in the
development of the RGB Technology based on their experiences. Those we've selected to serve
on this team have indicated an interest in this topic over the years and are likely the best qualified
to participate.
Online TAG UP Needs-Assessment. Remember, members of a client TAG UP Team are those
individuals in whom the client places sufficient credibility and confidence that they act as
informal advisors as called upon. This group is always more than just "direct reports" and often
dips into talent at or even beyond the front line and into the consumer and vendor circles. This
online assessment formalizes the data collection process beyond the clients' customary methods
and ideally adds a sense of unity to the advice and priorities thus gathered. Formulation of this
vehicle is client system sensitive rather than static.
Trial Slice of od Curriculum. As many of you are aware, we have been considering the
formalization of an od curriculum that, when perfected, can be delivered via multiple media at
varied locations. The curriculum would be a "Workforce Capacity Development System" based
on our technology. An opportunity recently presented itself at RGB II that will permit a trial of
this "under development" option that crosses client organizations. RGB Certified Tammy
Esteves, now a Californian, (distance learning expert) has asked to be involved in this project.
Others will be included as the demands become more apparent.
New Video Clips. At recent RGB sessions we've been able to close the gap of "missing" video
clips needed to complete the FastTrack video Playlist on our YouTube account. Only two clips
remain to make this part of the collection complete and these will likely be available by the end
of August. YouTube clips permit study in greater depth, especially for those who are undergoing
remote certification.
Planning Conference Proposal 2012. We'll be submitting one or two proposals for the
National Planning Association Conference in Los Angeles next April. Our focus is the dual
track of preparing both the planners and the implementers for their tasks with RGB insights. Our
secondary thread offers a strong sub-element of both a simple planning model and a complex
planning model based on the OMR4 and UHS.
BONUS!!
It's a Boy - Due in Early February 2012! Abby and Brandon invited Elizabeth and I along
with Brandon's parents, Mike and Cindy to an extraordinary event - a Fun Fetal Foto session in
Hampton last weekend. We got to witness our new grandbaby in motion live in his first video
debut. It was great!!

